When your challenge is the most unruly of bulls, OK Brand has the solution. Our Bull Panel is the heaviest panel we manufacture. Manufactured with our galvanized-before-welding process, the 5’ x 16’ panel combines a 6” x 6” spacing and a 1-gauge galvanized wire. The 5’ height, reduces the likelihood of the animal going over the top, while the heavy gauge wire and 6” spacing prevents them from going through the middle. The 16’ lengths allow for even post placement at 8’ which increases the strength of the confinement area. This panel is built with one thing in mind: keeping your bull where you put him!

Building pens for those prized show sheep or building a perimeter fence to hold in a herd of goats, OK Brand Sheep and Goat Panels are the choice for you. With spacing at the bottom starting at 3” x 8” graduating up to spacing at the top of 6” x 8”, this panel gives you 42” of total durability. This Select panel stands up to everyday use and the galvanized-before-welding process eliminates sharp burrs that may cause injury to your show animal.

Keeping up with your most trusted four-legged friend can sometimes be challenging. Helping you to meet this demand, OK Brand offers you an 8-gauge galvanized-before-welding Kennel Panel. Manufactured at a height of 6’ to contain even the most feisty canine with a 12’ length to accommodate most standard kennel configurations.
OK Brand Cattle Panels are built to handle the toughest ranching conditions, but versatile enough to be used for lawn and garden projects.

- Our Select Cattle Panel gives you the same graduated spacing as our popular MAX 50 - 10 panel, utilizing a combination of a 5-gauge horizontal wire, a 4-gauge vertical wire and the galvanized-before-welding process.
- Our Economy Cattle Panel keeps our same proven spacing combined with a lighter more economic line wire and cross wire, while still providing a durable product for your fencing needs.
- Our Handle Panel offers an easy to handle 8’ version of our Economy Cattle Panel.

Perhaps the most economical yet durable fencing is our OK Brand Ranch Fence, which is ideal for almost any fencing project. This 5’ x 100’ panel has a 6-gauge galvanized wire to provide the strength you need to meet all your challenges.